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Abstract

In recent times, intelligent robots have found applications across diverse fields. In scenarios demanding both repetitive and non-routine tasks, the likelihood of work errors increases. To address this, we have proposed methods encompassing both forward and backward recovery. Forward recovery suits minor modifications, while our focus is on backward recovery for substantial failures. Our study introduces a novel evaluation method to discern the optimal recovery path among various options.
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1. Introduction

At the present day, information technology, particularly generative AI, is making rapid strides, a trend mirrored in the progress of robotic intelligence. As a consequence, robots face an increasing array of tasks during execution, often grappling with challenging assignments prone to errors and failures. This underscores the pressing need for effective methods to address these issues [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].

Over several years, our research [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] has focused on systematizing error recovery theory, resulting in a method based on task stratification and error classification concepts. The primary components of the robot system include sensing, modeling, planning, and execution sequences (Fig. 1). When an error occurs, the process transitions to the recovery phase. This section involves estimating the error's cause, classifying it, and correcting the original system. The refined process then operates on an enhanced, reliable system.

The proposed error recovery technology returns to the process before the step where the failure occurs and starts over from there. In practice, not only this type of backward recovery but also forward recovery, which moves forward after failure, is used. This study considers various paths from failure to recovery execution.

The concept of skills, which are motion primitives comprising a task, is described in Section 2. The fundamental technique for generating an error-recovery path is described in Section 3. Multiple possibilities for various recovery paths are presented in Section 4. Various evaluation standards and methods for selecting the most suitable path using the new evaluation method are considered in Section 5, and examples are presented in Section 6.

2. Concept of Skill

This section provides a brief overview of essential aspects of these skills [11], [12], [13].

2.1. Skill primitives

Motion primitives constituting tasks, termed "skills," were derived by analyzing the human behavior. Three crucial skills, "move-to-touch," "rotate-to-level," and "rotate-to-insert" (Fig. 2), are highlighted. A person's behavior, including representative and similar skills, serves as a model for the robot's motion primitives.

2.2. Stratification of tasks

The use of task hierarchies, as shown in Fig. 3, is effective for the execution of automated plants. The layer "task(i+1)" occurs one tier above the layer "task(i)," and the layer "skill primitive" is represented by the lowest layer "task(0)."
3. Error Recovery

In an actual work environment, contrasting to an ideal case, various factors can lead to errors in the execution of a robot. This section outlines the error classification concept and error recovery technique [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

3.1. Error classification

The errors can be categorized into several groups based on their possible causes. We considered four error groups: execution, planning, modeling, and sensing (Fig. 4).

3.2. Error recovery based on classification

First, if an error occurs, the cause is determined. Next, appropriate corrections are made to the system based on the tentative causes. The process returns to the previous step, and the task is executed again in this step (Fig. 4). Since a modified process was executed, the same error was less likely to occur. If the error scale is small, the process returns to the previous step in the lowest hierarchy (Figs. 4 and 5). Conversely, if the error scale is large, the process returns to the previous step in the highest-ranking layer of the hierarchy and is executed again from that step (Fig. 5).

4. Various recovery paths

The error recovery methods we proposed have primarily centered on rerunning the process by reverting to the step before an error occurs, constituting a backward error recovery process. However, alternative recovery procedures exist, including backward recovery for significant errors (failures) and forward recovery for minor errors. Additionally, errors may impact the environment, altering the arrangement or shape of surrounding objects, necessitating modified recovery processes. This section introduces several recovery procedures focusing on the degree of destruction of the environment surrounding an object according to [10].

Consider an indicative task sequence composed of n subtasks from the start to the goal (Fig. 6(a)). Suppose a failure occurs in the qth subtask during the process (Fig. 6(b)).

4.1. Recovery sequence I (RS-I): Complete restart

This method restarts work from the original starting point using the same process (Fig. 6(c)). If needed, the environment is restored to its original state, and if necessary, the original object or part is replaced with a new one and executed.

4.2. Recovery sequence II (RS-II): Restart from the middle of a prior process (without another process)

This method resumes work in the same process from subtask, the point in the middle of the process before the failure in the original process occurs (Fig. 6(d)).

4.3. Recovery sequence III (RS-III): Restart from the middle of a prior process (with another process)

This method resumes work from a point in the middle of the original process before a failure occurs (Fig. 6(e)). Unlike RS-II, a sequence from subtask to subtask, not included in the original planning, restores the environment without causing problems for subsequent work.

4.4. Recovery sequence IV (RS-IV): Restart from the middle of a process that was supposed to come up later (with another process)

This method restarts work from the middle of the original process (Fig. 6(f)), differing from RS-III by reverting to its original process with subtasks scheduled after the original process failure. It includes a sequence from subtask, through subtask, not in the original plan.
4.5. Recovery sequence V (RS-V): Continuation of work including consideration of recovery needed later

In this method, work continues as long as possible after a failure. When further work becomes impossible, the environment is corrected, and work progresses (Fig. 6(g)). This modification involves a sequence from subtask_\text{k} through subtask_\text{p}, not included in the original planning.

4.6. As mentioned above, this study briefly categorizes the recovery sequences into five types. Recovery sequences RS-I through RS-III are backward recovery processes, whereas recovery sequence RS-V is a forward recovery process. Recovery sequence RS-IV is not a forward recovery process because it does not continue working after failure has occurred. However, because recovery sequences are subtasks scheduled to be executed after failure of the original process, this study included the recovery sequence RS-IV in the forward recovery process for convenience.

5. Selection of a recovery path

As explored in Section 4, a single failure often presents multiple possible recovery processes. The study advocates the use of evaluation standards to discern the most suitable process from several candidates. This research incorporates 11 evaluation standards, expanding on the four to eight standards introduced in [9].
Work efficiency is considered as an evaluation standard. Selecting an efficient work plan, that is, a route that is not unreasonable, wasteful, or uneven, is important. This index is common to (i) cost and (ii) time, but even if it is an efficient route, it may not necessarily be cheap or fast; therefore, it was set as a separate indicator.

(x) Environmental impacts

Environmental indicators, including noise levels, are considered, accounting for overall environmental problems such as air, ocean, and water pollution.

(xi) Damage

Damage is a measure of the difference between an object without and with errors. Although it may not be readily visible externally, the quality of an object could change owing to errors in the production process.

5.2. Selection of a recovery path using evaluation standards for each section

Reference [9] details how to choose the best recovery path for each evaluation standard. In contrast, this study proposes specifying indicators for each section of the recovery process and selecting the path with the superior total indicator. This prevents situations where a path chosen by a single indicator may be partially inappropriate.

Furthermore, evaluations may vary depending on the recipient of the standard. Table 1 delineates whether the evaluation is from the Manufacturer/Operator side or the Consumer/User side, indicating the degree of involvement with symbols ◎, □, △, and - in descending order. For instance, a process with high manufacturer/operator involvement may be chosen in the first half of the recovery stage, while a process with high consumer/user involvement may be selected in the second half. This ensures optimal restoration on the manufacturer/operator side and maximum satisfaction with the finished object on the consumer/user side.

6. Example of error recovery in product display

The task involves utilizing a manipulation robot to arrange products on shelves or in the display window of a convenience store. The objective is to position and posture the products optimally, as a tidy arrangement significantly boosts customers’ inclination to make purchases, as opposed to disorganized placements. Fig. 7 displays an image illustrating a pick-and-place task that transfers a single object from a product stock to a display space. Furthermore, Fig. 8 showcases the command sequence constituting a singular pick-and-place task. In this instance, the task revolves around evenly arranging 12 identical rectangular products in a layout of three rows...
and four columns, as depicted in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 illustrates an error scenario; Fig. 10(i) demonstrates a carry-and-place operation for a pre-planned 10th object. Subsequently, Fig. 10(ii) portrays an instance where a hand interferes with the 10th object during the carry-and-place operation, causing the displacement of the 8th item from its original position. Finally, Fig. 10(iii) presents a scenario wherein the hand impacts the 8th item during the carry-and-place operations for the 10th item, resulting in the toppling of the 8th item.

Fig. 11 shows various recovery patterns. Fig. 11(a) illustrates normal planning in which no errors occur. Fig. 11(b) depicts the point at which the aforementioned failure occurred during the pick-and-place operation of the 10th object. Figs. 11(c)–11(f) show the respective recovery patterns. Fig. 11(c) demonstrates the error recovery of the backward type back to the start, in which the 1st object through the 8th object are returned to their original stock space, and the task is rerun from the beginning. Fig. 11(d) displays the error recovery of the backward type, where the recovery task is to return the 10th item to its original stock space, restore the 8th item to its original position and orientation, and pick and place the 10th item again. Fig. 11(e) shows the forward error recovery, which executes a recovery task that places the 10th item in its designated position even after an error occurs and then returns the 8th item to its original position and orientation, followed by the 11th pick-and-place. Fig. 11(f) shows a special type of forward error recovery, which is a recovery task that continues the work to the end even after an error occurs and returns the eighth
product to its original position and orientation, if necessary. If a product is displayed in a store, it may not matter much if it is misplaced or even fallen over; that is how to deal with it. However, if it resonated with a customer’s willingness to buy, it is executed. Although this is a particularly obvious example, it is sometimes desirable to perform the first half of the recovery task based on the operator’s criteria and the second half of the recovery task based on the user’s criteria.

7. Conclusion

When an error arises during the primary task, the process transitions into the recovery phase. This section explores diverse recovery paths utilizing our proposed error recovery method, grounded in both task stratification and error classifications. We introduced a method to systematically derive the optimal recovery path, aligning with evaluation standards for each section.

As discussed, numerous recovery paths exist, and choosing the right one poses challenges. While this paper introduced a method for optimal path selection, it does not delve into defining evaluation standards for each section. Addressing this aspect becomes imperative for future research endeavors.
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